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C-MACC Perspectives No 10  

Oil Price Moves: Why The Instinctive Trades May Be 

Wrong 

• As oil rebounds – so do Dow and LyondellBasell and the rest of the commodity 

group in the US.  This may be false hope and places too much reliance on one simple 

indicator, which has worked in the past but may not now.  

• Two other fundamental shifts are equally important and suggest a different 

outcome.  The global oversupply of condensate/light naphtha and chemical demand.  

Neither of these two factors support the US Chemical Industry medium-term.    
 

At the risk of repetition, we are going to go over the argument one more time and then 

look at some ways in which we could be wrong.   

 

• The global cost curve – implied in the simplified model behind the chart below – is 

flat.  Based on all historical proxies it should not be.  This is based on week old data 

and a few days ago price changes flattened the curve further as West Europe became 

the theoretical low point.  

• The shape of the cost curve suggests that no-one region is the obvious place to cut 

back production in an oversupplied market – for reference, the cost curve was flatter 

in the cyclical lows of the mid-90s (impacting everyone) than it was in the cyclical 

lows of the early 80s, when the Europeans took most of the real pain.  

• At $30 Brent and sub $1.80 US Natural Gas, this should not be the case using any 

historical proxy and in our recent cost study we showed what the curve should look 

like based on historical relationships. Two factors are driving the diversion from 

history that we see today:  

o Ethylene co-product prices remain high relative to ethylene and 

feedstock costs – this favors the ethylene producers using heavier-feeds 

and generating more co-products.  

o Global naphtha/condensate pricing has collapsed relative to crude and 

bears no relationship to any historic average/proxy/trend.   

 

 
Source: Bloomberg and C-MACC Analysis 

April 12, 2020 
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Co-Products  

 

While they are falling globally along with ethylene, prices for propylene and butadiene remain high enough to be 

of real benefit to the naphtha and propane-based ethylene units and equally beneficial to those units integrated 

with refineries and consuming anything from gas oil to propane. In the chart below we show that despite plenty 

of recent volatility, US contract propylene and butadiene prices are converging on ethylene for the first time in 

years – this is in part a function of feedstock switching because of cheap naphtha and propane, but also because 

demand is weakening relative to availability. We expect the downward trend to continue for all, but there could 

be more relative volatility over the next couple of months.   

 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

Given its end-markets, propylene demand has been growing above the rate of ethylene demand for years, and 

with the heavy focus on ethane based ethylene investments in the US, we have seen propylene prices rise versus 

ethylene to justify the on-purpose production of propylene through propane dehydrogenation (PDH).  Propylene 

pricing has generally been at a premium to ethylene in times of high oil prices (because of the encouragement to 

run lighter ethylene feedstocks) and has fallen relative to ethylene when oil has fallen – chart on the following 

page shows history from 1982 through 2015 

 

• If propylene demand falls enough over the next few months to require no PDH based production (see 

later), propylene prices could step down.  

• If the world is wash with propane – perhaps not with oil cutbacks (especially in Saudi) – then PDH 

economics will continue to decline and propylene will be cheaper still.  

 

We have written a couple of times about the increased risk to propylene demand versus ethylene over the coming 

quarters, with polypropylene, polyurethanes and acrylates far more focused on the consumer durable, construction 

and other non-essential markets than polyethylene and ethylene glycol (PET).  Consequently, there is a risk 

that we do hit a point where PDH becomes un-needed, especially if naphtha availability is high and prices 

low – which is the more likely scenario and a key point of this report – see below.  But if you turn off the 

PDH plants, especially in the US, you have no home for the propane, and so the price will fall further relative to 

crude and it becomes an even more attractive feed for ethylene plants in the US and international ethylene plants.  
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Butadiene is a less impactful co-product but has many of the end-use biases that propylene does, and we could 

see a world awash with butadiene over the coming weeks and lower prices.  

 

 

 
Sources: IHS, WoodMac, Bloomberg 

 

Naphtha Supply and Pricing 

 

As we turn the corner from the virus and start thinking about a possible path for recovery, we believe that one of 

the longer lasting or more permanent changes maybe the price of naphtha relative to crude oil and consequently 

relative to ethane in the US.  Prior to the collapse in oil prices in March, we were beginning to see a divergence 

in naphtha pricing relative to crude in the US and in Asia, and over the last several weeks, naphtha pricing has 

collapsed in all global markets, despite the fact that there have been no material cutbacks in ethylene, and if 

anything some increases as China has come back on line.  The jump in the US chart below is a function of the 

very quick collapse in naphtha because of limited demand and we expect the recent weaker trend to continue.  

Why? 

 

• The naphtha market includes condensate, and the US has rapidly moved to a condensate surplus over the 

last year in part because of production increases in the Permian, in part because of more limited demand 

to move condensate to Canada to blend with heavy crude for transport (this demand effectively goes to 

zero with crude below $35) and in part because there is no demand growth for condensate in the US.  

• As gasoline and jet-fuel demand collapses, refiners are likely making more naphtha on their crude 

distillation units (the first crude unit I worked on only had two operating modes – Max Naphtha and Max 

Jet Fuel). 

o Additionally, with demand for gasoline down, there should be less demand for naphtha as a 

reformer feedstock unless refiners choose to extract more aromatics from the reformate, where 

they have the flexibility – which could partly help to explain the global collapse in benzene pricing  

o Either way naphtha supply is up.   

• The OPEC+ cuts that have been discussed this weekend apparently do not include condensate – or at least 

condensate is a grey area. This gives crude producers a little bit of incremental wiggle room in terms of 
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how they cut the condensate fraction at the well-head – not really cheating but increasing output – we 

could see the same in the US.  

• Like ethane, propane and butane, in the “gassier” oil fields, such as the Permian (but there are plenty in 

the Middle East and other countries also), condensate has to be sold or stored in order to keep the oil 

flowing.      

o Depending on where OPEC+ chooses to trim production, we could see a meaningful reduction in 

condensate or possibly an increase because of how they choose to classify product.   

• As long as the global lockdown goes on and for however long it takes to return to a new normal, we are 

going to see demand for gasoline and jet fuel globally lag historic trend lines – keeping naphtha supplies 

abundant and – we forecast – at a steep discount to crude.  

 

The charts below show ratios of Brent Crude to both Singapore and USGC naphtha on a per barrel basis.  The 

rising trend shows naphtha devaluing relative to crude.  The high points in 2008 for Singapore and March 2020 

for the US are because we are using end month pricing rather than month average and this can lead to anomalous 

dislocations on any given day.  The most recent data points for Singapore are materially higher than end March, 

while the most recent point for the US remains above trend but is much lower than end March.  

 

 

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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We have highlighted the more recent trend on both charts and while these are clearly overly aggressive and for 

illustration purposes, they do highlight a recent accelerating trend which began well before the impact of the virus 

on crude demand.   

 

Conclusions 

 

1. We do not believe that we are out of the woods from a US ethylene economics perspective even if 

the world can cut crude production enough to keep prices above $30.  

a. For the record we do note believe that crude can remain above $30 regardless of the cuts in 

production, unless there is a swift change in the global lockdown and equally swift economic 

recovery – each of which look less likely with every passing day.  

2. Near-term, the US cost advantage on ethylene might re-emerge because of a collapse in pricing for 

ethylene co-products, as demand for propylene and butadiene are more focused in the discretionary 

markets than ethylene and should face more downward pressure than ethylene.  

a. What chemical companies may gain on ethylene margin in the US, they will likely lose on 

their propylene chains in 2Q and 3Q.  Incrementally better for the ethylene focused 

companies, such as Westlake.  

3. Any recovery is likely to see better discretionary demand growth, than non-discretionary – helping 

propylene and butadiene relative to ethylene.  However, a delayed and slow recovery will see all 

products in oversupply and then the cost curve shape is what will matter  

4. If oil stays low, the cost curve stays very flat, but even if oil rises, a glut of naphtha/condensate, as 

well as propane could keep liquids and LPG-based ethylene producers much more competitive with 

ethane-based producers than in the past.  

a. Don’t forget that US does not just need a lower cost – it needs a cost low enough to support 

substantial exports.    

5. All things being equal – i.e. with out the uncertainty of the next few weeks and inevitable volatility 

that will come with them, we would focus on the buyers of basic chemicals rather than the producers 

– but keep an eye on their balance sheets near-term because of the April/May demand cliff.  

a. Celanese, Westlake (still a major ethylene buyer), Kraton (would look in a road building 

infrastructure world), Huntsman, Lanxess, Covestro, Clariant, Arkema, OxyChem, and the 

Paint Companies (PPG, Sherwin Williams and Azko).        
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